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Regent Affiliated Organizations
ISSUE
An informational document on the mission, equity, assets, revenues, and expenditures
relating to the foundations and other organizations affiliated with the State Board of Regents.
AFFECTED AGENCIES
The 3 institutions of higher education under the control of the State Board of Regents:
University of Iowa (SUI)
Iowa State University (ISU)
University of Northern Iowa (UNI)
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CODE AUTHORITY
Section 262.9(7), Code of Iowa.
BACKGROUND
Affiliated organizations of the Board of Regents, which include foundations, not-for-profit
organizations, and other related entities, exist to provide financial assistance to the 3
institutions of higher education under the control of the State Board of Regents. Each
affiliated organization has a board of directors, which controls investments and expenditures.
Typically an institution targets specific institutional needs or goals for an affiliated organization
to raise money for. The mission of each organization varies, depending on the original
purpose for the organization. More recently created affiliated organizations have emphasized
research. Additional organizations are usually created when an institution's administration
determines a need for assistance. The amount and purpose of the assistance provided by
each organization also varies, depending on the financial ability and the funding sources of
the organization. Attachment 1 describes the mission for each affiliated organization and
provides fiscal information for FY 1991.
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CURRENT SITUATION
The institutions provided the annual financial audits for 21 affiliated organizations. The number of
other holdings not classified as affiliated organizations is unknown. The 21 organizations included
in this analysis have an FY 1991 total equity (assets less liabilities) of $269.8 million, FY 1991
assets of $350.6 million, FY 1991 revenues of $93.9 million, and FY 1991 expenses of $63.8
million. Current gift campaigns underway by the largest foundation at each institution have a joint
fundraising goal of $380.9 million. These amounts are not included in the previously delineated FY
1991 totals. The current gift campaigns at each institution consist of specific goals such as
academics, buildings, endowments of faculty positions, and athletics. In most instances, the
institutions reported the Board of Directors of each organization has investment control over the
assets of the organization rather than the institution itself. Stocks, real estate, and certificates of
deposit are common investments of the affiliated organizations which have assets to invest.
OTHER INFORMATION
The August 26, 1992 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education provided an FY 1991 comparison
of College and University Endowments over $65 million. In this comparison, the University of Iowa
Foundation ranks 130th of the 166 colleges and universities included. The Market Value of the
Endowment in the ranking ranged from $4.7 billion at Harvard University to $65.5 million at
Simmons College. The FY 1991 Market Value used for the SUI in the survey was $93.7 million.
GOVERNANCE ISSUES
The pending sale of WOI-TV for $14.0 million and the recent settlement of the FAX patent owned
by ISU is expected to generate $28.0 million in FY 1993 and raises the issue of ownership of the
generated funds and appropriate expenditures or investments of the generated funds by the
institution or controlling Board of Directors.
The Policies and Procedures manual of the Board of Regents requires all affiliated organizations
submit annual reports to the Board Office and Members of the Board. When the reports for this
Issue Review were requested from the Board Office, only 2 of 7 from SUI and 8 of 12 from ISU had
been received by the Board Office for FY 1991. The University of Northern Iowa had submitted
both of the required reports. There is no governance or oversight provided by the Members of the
Board or the Board Office for these affiliated organizations. Once established, the Board of
Directors of each organization has control over investment and expenditure of funds. Although the
institutions may indicate the planned investment and expenditure of funds, it is the responsibility of
only the controlling board of directors as to whether the plans are implemented and consequences
do not exist in the event funds are not invested or expended as planned.
ADDENDUM
An addendum to be issued at a later date will include specific information as to the planned
expenditures and investments of:
The proceeds from the sale of WOI-TV.
The funds generated from the FAX patent settlement owned by ISU.
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Greater detail regarding the investment aspect of the available funds of all of the affiliated
organizations.
STAFF CONTACT: Sue Lerdal (Ext. 17794)
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